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Abstract 
Multi-objective evolutionary algorithm is a powerful tool in resolving multi-objective optimization 
problems. This algorithm inherits the advantages of parallel random search, strong global searching 
capability and the ability to solve highly-complicated non-linear problems of evolutionary algorithm and it is 
usually used in the optimization problems with multiple mutual conflicts. However, such algorithms are 
slow in convergence and easy to be trapped in local optimal solution. This paper proposes a multi-
objective dual population genetic algorithm (MODPGA) and explores the improvement strategies of multi-
objective genetic algorithm. The adoption of self-adaption and dual population strategy can guarantee that 
the algorithm of this paper can converge to Pareto solution set in a reliable and quick manner and it can 
perform more extensive search on the objective function space and conduct more samples on multi-
objective functions so as to be closer to the approximate optimal solution set of global optimal solutions. 
This solution set also includes more optimal feasible points and provides reliable basis for the decision 
making. 
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1. Introduction 
Multi-objective optimization is an NP difficult problem which widely exists in reality and 
the optimization of the overall objective is realized by weighing the optimization of multiple 
objectives under one overall objective, therefore, it becomes very difficult to take the weights of 
every sub-objective into consideration and require high latitude and large scale [1]. Worse still, 
the traditional optimization means are even more stringent on the form of the objective function. 
Generally, the problems usually have more than one solution and the results of every solution 
are incomparable. So far, the multi-objective optimization theory not only makes important 
achievements including the formation and improvement of a set of optimization theory which 
parallels to the single-objective optimization, but it has also been applied more and more 
extensively [2].  
Every objective in the multi-objective optimization problem is called a sub-objective. 
Due to the mutual influence and interaction among each sub-objective, the multi-objective 
optimization meets the optimal conditions of every sub-objective as well as the constraints of the 
interactive relationship among the sub-objectives [3]. Multi-objective optimization problem was 
first raised by V.Pareto, a French economist when researching the economic balance. At that 
time, he had summarized numerous objectives which are hard to compare as multi-objective 
optimization problem from the perspective of political economy. After that, Von.Neumenn and 
J.Morgenstern came up with the multi-objective decision-making problem which has multiple 
conflicting decision makers in game theory. T.C. Koopmans was the first to bring forth Pareto 
optimal solution after putting forward multi-objective optimization problems from the analysis of 
production and distribution. Z. Johnsen systematically proposed the research report on multi-
objective decision-making model, which is a turning point when the multi-objective optimization 
has been developed greatly. The numerous evolutionary algorithms such as genetic algorithm, 
particle swarm optimization algorithm and fish swarm algorithm have come into being in recent 
years to solve multi-objective optimization problems, nevertheless, these algorithms are slow in 
convergence and easy to be trapped in local optimal solutions and they need further 
improvements [5].  
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This paper presents a multi-objective genetic algorithm by combining self-adaption, dual 
population strategy and genetic algorithm to settle multi-objective optimization problems. It firstly 
conducts mathematical description of the multi-objective optimization problems. Then it 
elaborates the basic principles of genetic algorithm, based on which, it designs the multi-
objective genetic algorithm in accordance with self-adaption and dual population strategy. 
Finally, it is about the performance test and analysis of this algorithm.  
 
 
2. The Mathematical Description of Multi-objective Optimization Problem 
At present, multi-objective optimization problem has been applied more and more 
widely, involving many fields. In daily life and projects, optimization is not only required in one 
index but it demands several indexes to achieve the optimization at the same time. A great 
number of problems can be reduced as the multi-objective optimization problem to make 
multiple objectives to realize optimization under certain constraint conditions [6]. The 
mathematical description of multi-objective optimization problem is made of decision variable, 
objective function and constraint condition. Because of the differences of the application fields of 
multi-objective optimization problem, the corresponding mathematical description is different, 
including general multi-objective optimization, dynamic multi-objective optimization, certain 
multi-objective optimization and uncertain multi-objective optimization. The multi-objective 
optimization problem can be described as follows mathematically:  
 
Min(&Max)   1 2( ) [ ( ), ( ),..., ( )]( 1, 2,..., )ny f x f x f x f x n N    
S. t.          1 2( ) [ ( ), ( ),..., ( )] 0kg x g x g x g x   
1 2( ) [ ( ), ( ),..., ( )] 0mh x h x h x h x                                                                                                   
1 2
_ min _ max
[ , ,..., ,..., ]
( 1,2,..., )
d D
d d d
x x x x x
x x x d D

                                                                 (1)
  
Here: x  is a D-dimensional decision variable, y  is the objective function, N  is the 
number of total optimization objectives, ( )nf x  is the thn sub-objective function, ( )g x  is K  
inequality constraints, ( )h x  is M  equality constraints, the constraints constitute the feasible 
region and _ mindx  and _ maxdx  are the upper and lower bounds of vector search. The above 
equation is the multi-objective optimization problem which including the minimization problem 
(min), the maximization problem (max) and certain multi-objective optimization problem [7].  
The concept of the optimal solution or Pareto optimal solution to multi-objective 
optimization problem is as follows:  
Definition 1: If any d  which meets  1,d D  and *d dx x  and which has  0 1,d D  and 
0 0
*
d dx x , the vector * * *2 *1[ , ,..., ]Dx x x x  dominates the vector 1 2[ , , ,..., ]d Dx x x x x . 
If  *( )f x  dominates ( )f x , it must meet two conditions:  *, ( ) ( ) 1,2,...,n nn f x f x n N   ,    
0 0
*
0 0, 1n nn f x f x n N    . 
The dominance relation of ( )f x  is consistent with that of x . 
Definition 2: Pareto optimal solution is the solution which can’t be dominated by any 
solution in the feasible solution set. If *x  is a point in the search space, *x  is the Pareto optimal 
solution when and only when no x  (in the feasible region of the search space) can make  
0
*( ) ( )n nf x f x when 1,2,...,n N .   
Definition 3: For a multi-objective optimization problem ( )f x , *( )f x is the global optimal 
solution when and only when any x  (in the search space) can make *( ) ( )f x f x .  
Definition 4: The set consisting of all Pareto optimal solutions is the Pareto optimal set 
of the multi-objective optimization problem and it can also be the acceptable or effective solution 
set.  
The optimization process of multi-objective problem is indicated as Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Optimization process 
 
 
3. Genetic Algorithm 
The main characteristic of genetic algorithm is that the strategy of population search 
and the information exchange between the individuals in the population are not based on 
gradient information. It can be used to handle the complicated and non-linear problems which 
are difficult to be solved by traditional search methods in particular and it can also be widely 
applied in such fields as combinatorial optimization, machine learning, self-adaptive control, 
planning and design as well as artificial life. As a global optimization search algorithm, genetic 
algorithm is one of the core intelligent computation technologies in the 21st century for it is easy 
and universal to apply, it has strong robustness, it can be used in parallel processing and it has 
a wide application scope [8].  
 
3.1. The Principles and Methods of Genetic Algorithm 
(1) Chromosome Encoding 
Encoding refers to the transformation method to transfer the feasible solutions to one 
problem to the search space which genetic algorithm can handle.  
De Jong once proposed two practical coding principles: one is to use the encoding plan 
which is related to the problem to be solved and which has lower-order, short-defined length 
pattern and the other is to utilize the encoding plan which can give natural presentation or 
description to the problem or which has the minimum coded character set [9].  
Encoding methods include the following: binary encoding method, gray-code encoding 
method, floating-point number encoding method, parameter cascade encoding method and 
multi-parameter cross-over encoding method.  
(2) Fitness Computation 
Basically, there are three methods to transform the objective function value ( )f x  of a 
certain point in the solution space to the fitness function value ( ( ))Fit f x  of the corresponding 
individual in the search space:  
(a) Directly transform the objective function value ( )f x  to be solved to the fitness 
function value ( ( ))Fit f x  and make 
( )        max .
( ( ))
( )     min
f x The objective function is imized
Fit f x
f x The objective function is imize
 
 
(b) As for the minimization problem, perform the following transformation 
max max( )   ( )  ( ( ))
0                   
C f x f x C
Fit f x
others
  
. Here, maxC  is the maximum input value of ( )f x . 
(c) If the objective function is the minimization problem,  
 
1( ( )) ,     0,  ( ) 0
1 ( )
Fit f x c c f x
c f x
                                                 
(2) 
 
If the objective function is the maximization problem,  
 
1( ( )) ,     0,  ( ) 0
1 ( )
Fit f x c c f x
c f x
                                                   
(3) 
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3.2. The Process of Genetic Algorithm 
The genetic operations of genetic algorithm in the entire evolution process are random, 
but the characteristic it presents is full search. It can effectively use the previous information to 
predict the optimization point set with improved expected performance in the next generation. 
After the continuous evolution from generation to generation, it is finally converged to the 
individual which can adapt to the environment at most and the optimal solution to the problem 
can be obtained.  Genetic algorithm involves five elements: parameter coding, setting of initial 
population, design of fitness function, design of genetic operation and setting of control 
parameters [10]. The operations of genetic algorithm are as follows:  
(1) Selection 
Selection operation combines elite selection and roulette wheel selection. At first, it 
directly copies several elite individuals to the population in the next generation and select the 
rest individuals with roulette wheel method. In this way, it can not only preserve the excellent 
individuals in the population, but also protect the diversity of the individuals in the population.  
(2) Crossover and Mutation 
In the genetic operations, perform crossover and mutation operations at the crossover 
probability cP  and mutation probability mP . After crossover and mutation operations, conduct 
validation test on the newly-generated individuals to check whether the solutions of the new 
individuals meet the sequence constraints. If so, it proves that these new individuals are 
effective; if not, they are invalid and adjustments needs to be made on them. Redistribute some 
operations to make them effective genes [11, 12].  
The basic flowchart of genetic algorithm is indicated as Figure 2. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Basic flowchart of genetic algorithm 
 
 
4. Design of Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm Based on Self-adaption and Dual 
Population Strategy 
In the genetic evolution, the differences among the fitness of the individuals in the 
population vary from the differences of the evolution. At the early evolution, the difference is big, 
but it becomes small in the late evolution. In order to guarantee that the individuals can be 
selected in early evolution to preserve the diversity of the individuals in the population and 
highlight the excellent individuals in the late evolution to improve the competitiveness of the 
individuals, this paper has come up with a Multi-objective Dual Population Genetic Algorithm 
(MODPGA). The steps of MODPGA are as follows [13, 14]: 
(1) When the variable part  of the individual ( 1) ( 1,..., )li n jl lX j n
   in the population I 
( 1,..., )ui uP i n mutates, randomly select individuals to generate the variable part of the mutation 
vector from the variable population  (the size is un ).  
(2) When the variable part ( 1) li n jlX
   of the individual ( 1) ( 1,..., )li n jl lX j n
   in the 
population ( 1,..., )ui uP i n  mutates, randomly select individuals to generate the variable part of 
i
uX
uP
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the mutation vector from the variable population II lP  (the size is ln ) without being limited to the 
population I uiP . 
(3) In order to protect the evolution structure of population I, MODPGA updates the 
population I uiP  in a dynamic manner so as to realize the dynamic update of the entire 
population I.  
(4) Preserve the non-dominant elite individuals with the level of  and  by 
using external archival strategy.  
  
 
 
 
Figure 3. Flowchart of MODPGA 
 
 
The process for MODPGA to conduct mutation and crossover operations to generate 
new experimental individuals includes two stages.  
Stage I: Randomly select three different individuals from the existing objective individual 
in un  different variable populations  to perform variable mutation and crossover operations of 
population I and generate the variable part of the experimental individuals ( 1) ( 1,..., )li n jl lU j n
   .  
Stage II: As for the variable part ( 1) li n jlX
   of all the individuals in population uiP , 
randomly select individuals to perform mutation and crossover operations from the entire 
population  (the size is un ) and generate the variable part of the experimental individual 
( 1) li n jU   . The flowchart of MODPGA is indicated as Figure 3. 
 
 
5. Performance Test and Analysis of the Algorithm in This Paper 
Based on the the theoretical research and experimental verification, this paper 
proposes a new improved Multi-objective Dual Population Genetic Algorithm (MODPGA). In 
1uND  1lND 
uP
P
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order to test the performance of this algorithm, this paper introduces two groups of random test 
functions to seek the maximum and minimum. These functions select two objectives, two 
decision variables and one constraint and when these two objectives take their own extremums, 
the positions of two particles contradict with each other so as to better observe the approximate 
Pareto optimal solution. The following is the comparison of MODPGA and basic genetic 
algorithm.  
(1) Function 1: Seek the maximums of two objective functions.  
2
1 1 2 2 1 2( 2 ; ( / 3 1)MAX f x x MAX f x x      ; 
Constraints: 1 225 , 25x x   . 
Figure 4 is the comparison of Pareto front-ends of Function 1 by basic genetic algorithm 
and MODPGA respectively. 
 
 
 
(a)  Genetic algorithm 
 
(b) MODPGA 
 
Figure 4. Comparison of pareto front-ends by two algorithms (function 1) 
 
 
(2) Function 2: Seek the minimums of two objective functions.  
2
1 1 2 2 1
2
1( ( 3) 2 ); ( 3 )
2
MIN f x x MIN f x
x
     ; 
Constraints: 1 20 , 20x x  . 
In order to preserve the universality, this paper also chooses the fitness function to seek 
the minimum function and the Pareto front-ends of two algorithms are indicated in Figure 5.  
 
 
 
(a) Genetic algorithm 
 
(b) MODPGA 
 
Figure 5. Comparison of pareto front-ends by two algorithms (function 2) 
 
                                                       
It can be seen clearly from Figure 4 and Figure 5 that after combining self-adaption and 
dual population strategy, MODPGA can quickly push the population to converge to the real 
Pareto front-end and to be uniformly distributed along Pareto front-end and it can have 
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approximate Pareto solution with better diversity. In one word, the optimization performance of 
MODPGA has been greatly improved compared with the traditional algorithms. 
 
 
6. Conclusion 
This paper explores the improvement strategy of multi-objective genetic algorithm and 
designs a highly-effective adaptive dual population genetic algorithm which can quickly 
converge to the real Pareto front-end shape. The MODPGA method proposed in this paper has 
lower time complexity, makes the selection strategy have higher selection pressure and 
guarantee that the population can converge to the real Pareto front-end part.  
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